Abstract. We provide a formal framework for studying broadcasting schemes and design a family of schemes for broadcasting popular videos, the greedy disk-conserving broadcasting (GDB) family. We analyze the resource requirements for GDB, i.e., the number of server broadcast channels, the client storage space, and the client I/O bandwidth required by GDB. Our analysis shows that all of our proposed broadcasting schemes are within a small factor of the optimal scheme in terms of the server bandwidth requirement. Furthermore, GDB exhibits a tradeoff between any two of the three resources. We compare our scheme with a recently proposed broadcasting scheme, skyscraper broadcasting (SB). With GDB, we can reduce the client storage space by as much as 50% or the number of server channels by as much as 30% at the cost of a small additional increase in the amount of client I/O bandwidth. If we require the client I/O bandwidth of GDB to be identical to that of SB, GDB needs only 70% of the client storage space required by SB or one less server channel than SB does. In addition, we show that with small client I/O bandwidth, the resource requirements of GDB are close to the minimum achievable by any disk-conserving broadcasting scheme.
Introduction
Video is one of the most important communications media in all aspects of our lives. On average, each household in the USA has 1.4 television sets [3, p. 216] . We turn to television for information, entertainment, education, and even to do business (e.g., shopping or video conferencing in offices). We wish to be able to make content available instantly at the touch of a button. It was shown in [7, 8] that 80% of our demand is for a small number (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) of the most popular videos. This drives future content providers to deliver popular videos to a large number of subscribers with the smallest possible latency (the time between the client's request for the video and the start of the video broadcast). These popular videos can be "hot" news (such as the Oklahoma City bombing trial or Mars Pathfinder coverage), popular sport events (such as a US Open final), taped lectures (in the run-up to important examinations), or recently released movies.
In a video-on-demand (VOD) system, a server delivers videos to clients via a high-speed network. Since video is an isochronous medium, a video server has to reserve a sufficient amount of network and I/O bandwidth for the video stream before it can deal with a client's request. We refer to the resources required to deliver one video stream while guaranteeing a client continuous playback as a server channel. The simplest scheme for scheduling server channels is to dedicate a channel to each client. However, this results in tremendous demand for server channels in VOD systems. Therefore, two techniques for sharing channels among clients have been proposed.
-Sharing by batching requests for the same video together.
Here, a client makes a request for a video and waits until it is eventually broadcast on a channel. When a channel becomes available, the server selects a batch of pending requests for the video according to some scheduling policy. While batching reduces the demand for server channels, it does so at the cost of introducing service latency. -Sharing by broadcasting a video via multiple dedicated channels. Here, the client prefetches data from one of several channels for later playback. Prefetching is done in such a way as to ensure the continuous playback of the whole video. Broadcasting schemes take advantage of resources (e.g., disk) at the client end, and guarantee a service latency independent of the request rate.
In this paper, we provide a formal framework for studying broadcasting schemes and design a family of schemes for broadcasting popular videos, the greedy disk-conserving broadcasting (GDB) family. The main idea behind GDB is as follows. Each video is partitioned into segments. Each segment is broadcast periodically via a dedicated channel. We select segment sizes so as to ensure that the client can receive a segment before the playback time of the segment. Since a client can prefetch a segment during the playback of earlier segments, the data closer to the end of the video can be broadcast less frequently than the data closer to the beginning of the video. Therefore, we partition the video into segments of non-decreasing size. The maximum service latency is the length of the first segment. The later segments are greedily selected to be as large as possible so as to minimize the length of the first segment. Furthermore, to conserve the client disk space, a client receives a data segment at the latest possible time that ensures the continuous playback of the video.
We systematically analyze the resource requirements for GDB. In particular, we derive the number of server broadcast channels, the client storage space, and the client I/O bandwidth required by GDB. Our analysis shows that all of our proposed broadcasting schemes fall close to a lower bound on the required server bandwidth. Furthermore, GDB exhibits a tradeoff between any two of the three resources.
We compare our scheme with the most recently proposed broadcasting scheme, skyscraper broadcasting (SB). We prove that GDB requires fewer resources than SB does. Our simulation shows that, with GDB, we can reduce the client storage space by as much as 50%, or the number of server channels by as much as 30%, at the cost of a small additional client I/O bandwidth. If we require the client I/O bandwidth of GDB to be identical to that of SB, GDB needs only 70% of the client storage space required by SB or one less server channel than SB does. Furthermore, our simulations show that with small client I/O bandwidth, the resource requirements of GDB are close to the minimum achievable by any disk-conserving broadcasting scheme.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the remainder of this section, we review related work. Section 2 gives an overview of the problem. Section 3 derives a lower bound on the server bandwidth requirement. In Sect. 4 , we present and analyze disk-conserving broadcasting schemes. propose and analyze GDB and compare it with SB. Some concluding remarks are made in Sect. 8.
Related work
Due to the high bandwidth requirement of the video stream, the most expensive resource in a VOD system is the server network or I/O bandwidth. This network-I/O bandwidth bottleneck has been observed in trials such as Time Warner Cable's Full Service Network project in Orlando, and Microsoft's Tiger Video Fileserver [16] . Therefore, channel scheduling algorithms play a crucial role in the efficient utilization of VOD system resources.
Channel scheduling algorithms can be broadly classified as user-centered or data-centered [1, 11, 12] . In the usercentered approach, when a client requests a video, the video server eventually dedicates a channel solely for the delivery of the requested video stream. Efficient user-centered scheduling algorithms have been proposed in [13, 14, 15] .
In the data-centered approach, channels are dedicated to video objects rather than to users. This scheme allows users to share a video stream using the multicast facility of modern communications networks [5] . The server accommodates numerous concurrent user requests with one channel. For example, if two clients request the same video at about the same time, both requests can be satisfied with one video stream, thereby reducing the demand for both the network and server bandwidth. The key advantage of the data-centered approach is that it is a scalable solution. Two types of data-centered approach have been proposed in the literature [4] .
In the client-initiated or client-pull approach, a client requests a video and waits until that video is eventually broadcast on a channel. When a channel becomes available, the server selects a batch of pending requests for the video according to some scheduling policy. Efficient client-initiated scheduling policies are studied in [2, 7, 8] . While batching reduces the demand for the server channels, it does so at the cost of introducing service latency.
In the server-initiated or server-push approach, the server broadcasts video objects via one or more dedicated channels. Clients tune to appropriate channels to receive the desired video data. The server-initiated scheme can guarantee a maximum service latency independent of the arrival time of the request. For example, the simplest broadcasting scheme is to start broadcasting an object at a fixed time interval (say, t minutes) via dedicated channels [7] . This scheme guarantees a maximum service latency of t minutes independent of the arrival time of the request. Furthermore, the number of dedicated channels required for a video is inversely proportional to the guaranteed service latency.
To decrease the number of required channels, Viswanathan and Imielinski proposed an ingenious broadcasting scheme, called pyramid broadcasting (PB) [12] . The main idea behind the PB scheme is to divide a video into segments of geometrically increasing size. Each segment is broadcast periodically via a dedicated channel that has a bandwidth greater than the playback rate. Each client saves the next segment of data while playing the current segment of video data. Since the service latency is the length of the first segment, the PB scheme ensures an exponentially decreasing latency with an increase in the number of dedicated channels. The drawback of this scheme is that a client needs to have sufficient disk space to store more than 70% of one video file.
To address the problem of disk space requirements, Aggarwal, Wolf and Yu devised a scheme called permutationbased pyramid broadcasting (PPB) [1] . The PPB scheme divides a video object the same way as the PB scheme and multiplexes several channels among one segment of video data. The similar partition strategy limits the disk space reduction and typically requires a client disk capable of storing at least 50% of a video's data.
Most recently, Hua and Sheu proposed a broadcasting scheme, called skyscraper broadcasting, that further reduces the client disk space requirement [11] . The SB scheme uses a novel data partition strategy and exhibits a tradeoff between the client storage space and the server network bandwidth. However, all of the schemes mentioned above have been proposed in an ad hoc manner, and there has been no study of the tradeoff between the client I/O bandwidth and the server network bandwidth.
Overview of the problem
For simplicity of exposition, we consider the problem of broadcasting a single video, since we can easily extend the scheme to multiple videos with a proportional increase in the number of server channels. Consider Fig. 1 , which depicts a video server broadcasting architecture. The server broadcasts videos via dedicated network channels according to some broadcast schedule. The number of server channels is the total number of dedicated network channels required. The network uses a multicast communication facility to transmit the video streams to clients so that a client can select which channels it wishes to receive from [6, 10] .
Each client contains a set-top box, a disk, and a display monitor. A client is connected to the network via the settop box. The set-top box selects several network channels from which to receive video data according to a reception schedule. The reception schedule indicates which channels to select and when, in order to ensure the continuous playback of the video. In this paper, we consider only non-workahead reception schedules, those which require that a client first request a video before it can receive any data for that video. The received video data are either stored on the disk or sent to the display monitor for immediate playback. The display monitor can either retrieve stored data from the disk or receive data directly from a channel. The client storage space is the maximum disk space required throughout the client playback period. The client I/O bandwidth is the maximum bandwidth required to store and retrieve data from the disk at any time. The service latency is the maximum amount of time that a client has to wait to start the playback once it requests a video. Throughout the paper, let B be the server bandwidth dedicated to the video; b the client video display rate; K the number of dedicated server channels; D the length of the video in seconds; and l the latency requirement.
We focus here on continuous playback starting from the beginning of the video, deferring issues introduced by providing interactivity (such as fast-forward, rewind, and pause) to a future study. Our goal is to design broadcasting schemes that guarantee a service latency l and effectively utilize all three resources: the number of dedicated server channels, the client disk space and the client I/O bandwidth.
The minimum number of server channels required
Before presenting the GDB family, we first derive a lower bound on the server bandwidth required to achieve a given latency. In later sections, we will compare this lower bound to the server bandwidth required by our algorithms and will see that the number of server channels required by our algorithms is within a constant factor of the optimal achievable by any broadcast scheme. Proof: Consider the video data between the xth and (x+dx)th time units of the video. A client arriving at time t has to receive the data between time t and t + l + x in order to ensure continuous playback, since the client has to begin playback of this data at time t + l + x. Therefore, the server needs to broadcast the data at least once between time t and t + l + x. Moreover, since a client can arrive at any time, the server needs to broadcast the data at least once between time t and t + l + x, for any t. We conclude that the data has to be broadcast every l + x seconds.
To broadcast data of length dx every l + x seconds, the server needs a bandwidth of at least bdx/(x + l). Since the server has to broadcast data between the xth and (x + dx)th second for all x < D, the total bandwidth required to broadcast the whole video is
Disk-conserving broadcasting schemes
All the schemes proposed in this paper fall into the class of disk-conserving broadcasting schemes. The main idea behind a disk-conserving broadcasting scheme is to conserve the client disk space by allowing a client to receive data as late as possible. The three components of a broadcasting scheme are the data partition strategy, the broadcast schedule, and the reception schedule. We formally describe each of these in turn for the disk-conserving broadcasting scheme. Partition strategy. The dedicated bandwidth is divided into
. . , T K according to an integer-valued partition function f (n) that defines segment T i as follows. We let one time unit be D/ K n=1 f (n) throughout this paper for ease of the discussion. Segment T n contains f (n) time units of video data, and its data starts at the ( n−1 m=1 f (m))th time unit of the video and ends at the ( n m=1 f (m))th time unit of the video. As we will see later, a partition function uniquely defines a disk-conserving broadcasting scheme. Therefore, the selection of the partition function is crucial for determining the resource requirements of the scheme. Broadcast schedule. The server broadcasts each segment periodically via a channel of bandwidth b starting at time 0. In other words, T n is broadcast periodically starting at time 0, f(n), 2f (n), . . . via channel n. For example, the τ th time unit data of T n is broadcast at time τ, τ + f (n), τ + 2f (n), . . . via channel n. Reception schedule. A client arriving at time t waits until the beginning of the next broadcast cycle of T 1 , at which point it can receive data from T 1 and immediately begin playout. Any other segment is received (either saved on the disk or displayed immediately) during the latest broadcast cycle prior to its playback time. Specifically, given that the client arrives at time t, let s(j, t) be the time at which reception of T j begins, e(j, t) the time at which reception of T j ends, and p(j, t) the time at which playback of T j begins. The first time that T 1 is broadcast after time t is
Since the client plays out the video continuously, the client starts to play out T j at time
Therefore, the client must begin to receive segment T j at the last broadcast cycle prior to its playback time. Formally,
It must complete its reception at time
under a disk-conserving broadcast scheme with partition function f (n). Note that a disk-conserving broadcasting scheme ensures that a segment is received at the last broadcast cycle prior to its playback time. Formally,
This property of the disk-conserving broadcast scheme is the key in determining its client I/O bandwidth and client storage space requirement, as shown in Sects. 4.2 and 4.3.
To ensure that our reception strategy is non-workahead, i.e., a client always receives the video data after its arrival time, we consider only partition functions f (n) that satisfy
for any j > 1. It is easy to verify that this is the necessary and sufficient condition for s(j, t) ≥ t for any j and t, i.e.,
for any t and j.
The number of server channels
We now determine the number of server channels required by a disk-conserving scheme. Since a client waits at most the length of the first segment to start the playback, the service latency guaranteed by a disk-conserving broadcasting scheme with partition function f (n) is the length of the first segment, i.e., f (1) time units or f (1)D/ K n=1 f (n) seconds. In order to guarantee a service latency l, the server must dedicate K channels to the video, where K is the smallest number that satisfies 
We observe that the "growth" of the partition function completely determines the required number of server channels. We introduce the following relation between two partition functions, f (n) and g(n). f (n) g(n) if and only if 
The client I/O bandwidth
We now derive a sufficient condition to ensure that the client I/O bandwidth does not exceed ib. This requirement of ib results from the client's saving data received from at most i − 1 channels (each of bandwidth b) and the need to play out a stored video segment (also having a bandwidth of b). See Appendix A for a complete proof.
Theorem 4.2. The disk-conserving broadcasting scheme using partition function f (n) requires a client I/O bandwidth of at most
ib if f (j) ≤ j−1 m=j−i+2 f (m) + gcd(f (j), f(j − i + 1)) for all j > i.
The client storage requirement
We now analyze the client storage requirement of a disk-conserving broadcasting scheme. For a client arriving at time t, the earliest time that the client receives T j is p(j, t)−f (j)+1 according to inequality (4) . Therefore, we can bound the total storage space required for segment T j at any time. Figure  2 shows the maximum time units of data saved for each segment at the xth time unit of T n 's playback period, i.e., at time p(n, t) + x. Note that the figure shows only the case x > 1, and that the client receives at most f (n)−x time units of data from T n because the client saves at most f (n) time units of data and consumes x time units of data from T n . We can derive a similar bound for the case x ≤ 1. Summing the storage space required for all segments, we conclude that the total amount of data saved is no greater than f (m) − 1 time units. Note that T m is the last segment whose data is received before time p(n, t) + x. Therefore, we derive the following bound for the amount of client storage required. See Appendix B for a complete proof. 
Greedy disk-conserving broadcasting scheme GDB(K)
In this section, we present a disk-conserving broadcast scheme (referred to as GDB(K)) that assumes the client I/O bandwidth is at least Kb, where K is the number of dedicated server channels for the video. The only constraint on the partition function is the non-workahead condition given in inequality (5) . Therefore, the partition function for GDB(K) should satisfy
In order to minimize the number of server channels needed, we need to choose the partition function of GDB(K) to "grow" as fast as possible according to Corollary 4.1. If we take f (1) = 1, then the largest such partition function f (n) that also satisfies the non-workahead requirement is
The resulting partition series is 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, . . . , 2 i , . . . .
The server bandwidth requirement
Before we consider the client disk storage constraint, let us first compare the server bandwidth requirement of GDB(K) with the lower bound given in Sect. 3. The number of server channels required by GDB(K) to achieve a service latency l is log 2 (D/l + 1). This follows from the observation that the first segment is of length at least l, the second segment is of length at least 2l, . . . . Therefore, we need at least log 2 (D/l + 1) segments or server channels for a D-second video. From Theorem 3.1, the minimum number of channel required to guarantee a service latency l is ln((D + l)/l). We can therefore state the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. The number of channel required by GDB(K)
is no more than 1.44 times that required by any broadcast scheme.
The client resource requirement
We now study how the client disk storage size affects the performance of GDB(K). We observe from Theorem 4.3 that the storage requirement of the GDB(K) scheme is determined by the largest segment size. Therefore, if C is the number of time units of data in the largest segment, we have the following partition function f
In fact, GDB(K) is an optimal disk-conserving scheme. That is, given the client storage size, GDB(K) requires the smallest number of server channels among all disk-conserving schemes. This is because its partition function is the fastestgrowing partition function that satisfies the non-workahead condition and the storage size constraint. It follows from Theorem 4.2 that GDB(K) requires a client I/O bandwidth of at most b( log 2 C + 1).
Theorem 5.2. GDB(K) requires a client I/O bandwidth of b(min{K, log 2 C + 1}), and storage space of
(f C GDB(K) (K) − 1)Db/ K n=1 f C GDB(K) (n).
Comparing GDB(K) with SB
We compare the resource requirement of GDB(K) with the recently proposed SB scheme. The latter is a disk-conserving broadcasting scheme with partition function
We can adapt this partition function to any client storage space, Figure 3 compares the server bandwidth requirement of GDB(K) with that of SB. We assume that video length is 90 minutes and the client disk storage space is 562 MB. A logarithmic scale is used on the x axis. We can see that the number of server channels is a linear function of the log of the service latency for both schemes. However, GDB(K) significantly reduces the server bandwidth requirement. In particular, when the service latency is small, GDB(K) reduces the server bandwidth requirement by more than 40%. Figure 4 shows the client storage requirement and the number of server channels for SB and GDB(K). It can be seen that, by increasing the client I/O bandwidth, GDB(K) reduces both the client storage space and the number of dedicated channels significantly compared to SB. For example, when the number of dedicated channels is 15, GDB(K) needs only half of the client storage space required by SB. When the client storage space is 290 MB, GDB(K) needs to dedicate five fewer server channels than SB does. Note, however, that we assume the client disk I/O bandwidth is as large as 20b in GDB(K). This is an unreasonable assumption with the current technology for b = 4 Mb/s (in the case of MPEG-2 video, for example). In the next section, we present a broadcast scheme that accounts for the limited client disk I/O bandwidth.
Greedy disk-conserving broadcasting scheme GDB(i)
In this section we introduce a greedy disk-conserving broadcast scheme, GDB(i), for a given client I/O bandwidth of ib where i > 3 is an integer. GDB(i) selects its partition function "greedily" so as to minimize the number of server channels needed to guarantee a given service latency. Corollary 4.1 tells us to select the partition function of GDB(i) to "grow" as fast as possible starting at f (1) = 1. To constrain the client bandwidth to i channels, we greedily choose f (n) to be the largest number that satisfies the sufficient condition given in Theorem 4.2 and the non-workahead requirement given in inequality (5). Specifically, for n ≤ i, f (n) is the largest number that satisfies f (n) ≤ n−1 j=1 f (j) + 1. For the case n > i, f (n) is selected to be the maximum number that satisfies + 1) ). Therefore, we have the following partition function f GDB(i) (n) that guarantees a client I/O bandwidth of ib:
The resulting partition series is 
The server bandwidth requirement
Before we consider the client disk storage constraint, let us first compare the server bandwidth requirement of GDB(i) with the lower bound given in Sect. 3. It is clear that (5) f GDB (4) . From Corollary 4.1, we have that the number of server channels required by GDB(i) for any i > 3 is no greater than that required by GDB(4). Therefore, we concentrate on bounding the number of server channels required by GDB(4).
It is easy to verify that f GDB(4) (j) = 5f GDB(4) (j − 3) for any j > 4. Therefore, n j=1 f GDB(4) (j) = O(5 n/3 ). According to Theorem 4.1, the number of server channel required by GDB(4) to achieve a service latency of l is the smallest K that satisfies
Therefore, the number of server channels required by GDB (4) is ln(D/l)/ ln 5 1/3 + constant From Theorem 3.1, the minimum number of channels required to guarantee a service latency l is ln((D+l)/l). Therefore, the number of channels required by GDB (4) is only 1/ ln 5 1/3 = 1.86 times the minimum number of server channels required by any broadcasting scheme.
Theorem 6.1. The number of channels required by GDB(i)
is no more than 1.86 times the number required by any broadcast scheme.
The client resource requirement
The partition function is further constrained by the disk space requirement. We see from Theorem 4.3 that the storage requirement of the GDB(i) scheme is determined by the largest segment size. Therefore, if C is the number of time units of We can establish that the partition function f C GDB(i) (n) satisfies the sufficient condition that a client's I/O bandwidth is at most ib. Furthermore, the segment sizes are nondecreasing. Now, from Theorem 4.2 and 4.3, we have the client resource requirement of GDB(i).
Theorem 6.2. GDB(i) requires a client disk bandwidth of ib and a client storage space of
(f C GDB(i) (K) − 1)Db/ K n=1 f C GDB(i) (n).
Comparing the resource requirements of GDB(i) and SB
We can verify that GDB(i) requires no more resources than SB does. It can be easily verified that f
. From Corollary 4.1 and Theorem 4.3, we conclude that GDB(i) requires no more server channels and no more storage space than SB does in order to guarantee the same service latency. Figure 5 illustrates the server bandwidth requirement of GDB(4), GDB(5), GDB(6), GDB(K) and SB. We assume a video length of 90 minutes and a client disk storage space of 562 MB. A logarithmic scale is used on the x axis. We can . 6 . The resource requirements of SB, GDB(4), GDB(5) and GDB (6) see that the number of server channels is linear in terms of the log of the service latency for both schemes, and the curve for GDB(6) overlaps with GDB(K) significantly. GDB (6) significantly reduces the server bandwidth requirement. In particular, when the service latency is small, GDB(6) reduces server bandwidth requirement by more than 30%. Figure 6 illustrates the client storage and the server channel requirement for SB, GDB(4), GDB (5), and GDB (6) . We assume that the video is displayed at a rate of 1.5 Mb/s, the video length D is 100 minutes and the guaranteed service latency is 6 seconds. We select the range 100-750 MB for the client storage space and 10-20 for the number of dedicated channels at the server. From the figure, we can see that when the server dedicates 16 channels, GDB(5) needs only 110 MB storage space a 50% saving on the 220 MB required by SB. Even GDB(4) requires only 117 MB storage space, which is close to a 50% saving. In addition, if the client storage space is 220 MB, GDB(5) needs only 11 dedicated broadcast channels while SB requires 16, which is a 31% saving on the server bandwidth. Furthermore, SB requires at least 16 dedicated broadcast channels regardless of the amount of client storage, while GDB(5) needs only 11 dedicated broadcast channels when the client has only 330 MB of storage space.
We can see that the curves for GDB(5) and GDB(6) are very close to each other. In fact, the curves for GDB(5) and GDB(6) overlap when the client storage space is greater than 330 MB. Therefore, we see that most of the performance gains that can be realized by increasing the client I/O bandwidth are achieved by the time the I/O bandwidth is equal to 4 or 5 times the video channel bandwidth. In fact, the resource requirement of GDB (5) is close to that of GDB(K). Therefore, with a reasonable client I/O bandwidth of only 5b (or 20 Mb/s), the minimum number of server channels required by GDB is close to 1.44 times the minimum server resource requirement of any broadcasting scheme. That is, we can achieve close to optimal performance with a client I/O bandwidth of only 5b.
Broadcasting scheme GDB3
In this section, we present a broadcasting scheme (referred to as GDB3) for the case where the client I/O bandwidth is 3b. GDB3 is a disk-conserving scheme that is different from GDB (3) . Recall that GDB(3) uses a linear growing partition function
Since it can be easily verified that f SB f GDB (3) , the diskconserving broadcasting scheme with f (n) as partition function requires more resources than SB does. Therefore, we need to select an alternative partition function f GDB3 (n) for when the client I/O bandwidth is 3b. The intuition behind our choice of partition function f GDB3 (n) is to conserve the client I/O bandwidth by having two equal-length segments that can be received consecutively. Therefore, the segment size can grow exponentially without additional client I/O bandwidth. We have the following partition function for GDB3:
The partition series generated by this function is 1, 2, 4, 4, 10, 10, 24, 24, 50, 50, 120, 120, . . .
The server bandwidth requirement
Before we consider the client disk storage constraint of GDB3, let us first compare the server bandwidth requirement of GDB3 with the lower bound given in Sect. 3. It is easy to verify that n j=1 f GDB3 (j) = O(5 n/4 ). According to Theorem 4.1, the number of server channels required by GDB3 to achieve a service latency of l is the smallest K that satisfies
Therefore, the number of server channels required by GDB3 is ln(D/l)/ ln 5 1/4 + constant From Theorem 3.1, the minimum number of channels required to guarantee a service latency l is ln((D+l)/l). Therefore, the number of channels required by GDB3 is only 1/ ln 5 1/4 = 2.48 times of the minimum number of server channels required by any broadcasting scheme.
Theorem 7.1. The number of channels required by GDB3 is no more than 2.48 times of that required by any broadcast scheme.
The client resource requirement
The partition function f GDB3 (n) ensures that no more than two segments are received simultaneously. Therefore, GDB3 requires a client I/O bandwidth of 3b. As with GDB(i), we can limit the size of the largest segment by parameter C, expressed in time units of data. More precisely, we have a disk-conserving broadcasting scheme that uses the partition function f
in order to ensure that the client bandwidth is at most 3b for any C.
In this section, we analyze the client disk bandwidth and storage space required by GDB3. First, we see that the partition function f C GDB3 (n) satisfies the condition for ensuring that the client disk bandwidth required is at most 3b. This yields the following theorem.
Theorem 7.2. GDB3 requires a client I/O bandwidth of 3b
and a client storage space of (f
Comparing the resource requirements of GDB3 and SB
We prove that GDB3 requires no more resources than SB does. It can be easily verified that f C GDB3 f C SB . From Corollary 4.1 and Theorem 4.3, we thus conclude that GDB3 requires no more server channels and no more storage space than SB does in order to guarantee the same service latency. Figure 7 compares the server bandwidth requirements of GDB3 and SB. We assume that a video length of 90 minutes and a client disk storage space of 562 MB. A logarithmic scale is used on the x axis. We can see that the number of server channels is linear in terms of the log of the service latency for both schemes. However, GDB3 significantly reduces the server bandwidth requirement. In particular, when the service latency is small, GDB3 reduces the number of server channels required by 2. Figure 8 compares the resource requirements of SB and GDB3. We assume that the video is displayed at a rate of 1.5 Mb/s, the video length D is 100 minutes, and the guaranteed service latency is 6 seconds. The figure shows that GDB3 decreases the client storage space requirement and the number of dedicated server channels without additional client I/O bandwidth. For example, when the server dedicates 16 channels, GDB3 requires only 160 MB storage space, a saving of 30% over the 230 MB required by SB. Furthermore, when the client has 230 MB of storage space, GDB3 needs to dedicate only 15 server channels per video while SB requires 16 server channels per video.
Summary
In this paper, we have considered the problem of broadcasting popular videos from a video-on-demand server to a large number of clients across a high-speed network. We have proposed a formal framework for studying broadcasting schemes and designing a family of schemes, greedy disk-conserving broadcasting. GDB gives a partition strategy, broadcasting schedule, and reception schedule according to the size of the client resources (including client I/O bandwidth and client storage space). We show analytically that GDB requires less resources than the most recently proposed scheme, skyscraper broadcasting, while guaranteeing the same service latency. In particular, we show that the server resources required by GDB are close to the minimum achievable by any disk-conserving broadcasting scheme. Furthermore, our performance study illustrates that GDB significantly reduces the resource requirements. 
(m, t) ≥ e(m, t). Therefore, s(n, t) > e(m, t) − gcd(f (n), f(m)).
Since both e(m, t) mod f (m) = 0 and s(n, t) mod f (n) = 0 by the reception schedule, we have that both e(m, t) mod gcd(f (n), f(m)) = 0 and s(n, t) mod gcd(f (n), f(m)) = 0.
Therefore, s(n, t) ≥ e(m, t).
Proof of Theorem 4.2. It is obvious that the client needs a bandwidth of at most b to retrieve a stored segment from the disk for playout at the monitor. We thus prove the theorem by arguing that at most i−1 segments are saved simultaneously at any playback time of a client.
During the playback period for T 1 , only T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , . . . , T i can be received. This is because, for any segment T j , where j > i, we know f (j) ≤ (2, t) . We conclude that s(j, t) > p(2, t), i.e., T j is received after the starting playback time for T 2 . Therefore, only T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , . . . , T i can be received during the playback period for T 1 . Since we never save segment T 1 to the disk, at most (i − 1) segments are saved during this period. Now, consider T n 's playback period for any n > 1. We claim that no segments other than T n , T n+1 , T n+2 , . . . , T n+i−1 are received during this period. We prove this claim as follows. Obviously, for any j < n, T j is received before the playback period for T n . For any j > n + i − 1, we have f (j) ≤ . From Lemma A.1(a), we conclude that T j is received after T n 's finish playback time. Furthermore, we see that the reception period for T n+i−1 does not overlap that of T n from Lemma A.1(b). Therefore, at most i − 1 segments are received simultaneously at any time during the playback period for T n .
B The client storage requirement
In this section, we analyze the client storage requirement. Our goal is to prove Theorem 4.3. First, we state a lemma that will be useful in analyzing the storage requirement. Proof: We prove the lemma by induction on n. It is obviously true when n = 1. We consider two cases. Proof of Theorem 4.3. We prove the theorem by analyzing the storage space needed during T n 's playback period. Let t denote the arrival time of the client. Consider the x th time unit during T n 's playback, i.e., time p(n, t)+x. First, we give a bound on the total data saved for segment T n . If x ≤ 1, the
